
If you are receiving this packet or email you have agreed to prepare to receive this pith teaching/ 
instruction from Gampopa during a day retreat ( 9am to 5 pm ) on 3/3 at the home of Trisha Rose on 
Cove Road in Stuart.  Directions to be provided.  
 
We will ask that you prepare by engaging in mind training as shown in the chart below.  This includes 
practicing 3 prayers, 1 contemplation,and non fabricated undistracted meditation on a daily basis or 
make the necessary effort to complete the following practices and accumulations prior to 3/3. 
 
The goal of all mind training is the realization of the spontaneously present union of mindfulness and 
wisdom that is non-dual, completely aware, timeless and boundless. 
This preparatory mind training effort may have a profound and life altering effect on the way your mind 
continues to flow.  You are encouraged to participate in these practices as joyful opportunities 
 
Anyone participating and wanting counseling about these practices can come early to either the Tuesday 
or Wednesday night groups on 2/7,13,14,20,21,27 or 28 and we can talk. 
 
 

Time of Day Activity Notes 

Before rising Recite three times: 
#1 Beseeching Wisdom into     
     Awareness Prayer 

Rest in this intention for one 
minute after session. 

Time of day not specified: 
Repeat 21 times each day 

#2 Generating Awakened Heart 
 

 

Time of day not specified: 
Repeat 7 times each day 

#3 Five Contemplations to 
Motivate The Mind To Practice 
Dharma 

1 min non-conceptual pauses 
(rests) between each 
contemplation. 

Time of day not specified #4- Non distracted- 
Nonfabricated Meditation 

See description. Does not have 
to be done all at one time. 10 
minutes total 

Before retiring Recite three times: 
#1 Beseeching Wisdom into     
     Awareness Prayer 

Rest in this intention for one 
minute after session. 

After each day’s practice #5  Dedication prayer The Four Immeasurables 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

#1     Prayer to connect and relate to one’s higher self by reciting with  sincerity. 

Beseeching Wisdom into Awareness 

Oh inner wisdom 
Care for me, 
Guide me,  
Inspire me,  
Make me one with you. 
From the blossoming lotus of devotion at the center of my heart ; 
arise great compassionate presence , my only refuge. 
I am plagued by past actions and turbulent emotions. 
To protect me in my misfortune. 
Please remain in my mind and heart; 
arousing in me all my mindfulness and awareness, 
in every moment. 

 

X3 in am and x3 in the evening and resting in this intention for 1 minute after each am and pm session. 
Estimated Prayer accumulation (EPA)- 6 times daily for 25 days = 150 recitations 
Estimated time (ET) -4min/ per day x 25 days = Total 1hr 40 min 
 

#2   Generating Awakened Heart 

 
Mesmerized by the sheer variety of perceptions 
which are like the illusory reflections of the moon in water. 
Beings wander endlessly astray in confusion’s vicious cycle. 
In order that we find comfort and ease in the luminosity and all pervading space 
of the true nature of our minds; I generate immeasurable love,compassion,joy 
and equanimity, the best within us all. 

 

EPA- 21 times a day for 25 days=525 recitations 
ET -  7 min  per day x 25= Total 3 hrs  

 

#3  Five Contemplations That Motivates Mind To Practice Dharma 
 
1- This human birth with all the freedom and information I have at my leisure is 
      such a precious and rare opportunity. 
      I must not waste it. 
 
2- Life is impermanent  
      Our lives are like bubbles,all too brief. 
      Death is certain. 
      No one knows when death will arrive. 
      I must not waste a single moment. 
  
3- All birth within this world causes suffering.                         (cont next page) 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Estimated commitment in time  
Daily effort-  31 min 15 seconds 
Total effort-  13 hrs 7mins 

 

#3  Five Contemplations That Motivates Mind To Practice Dharma (cont) 
 
4- Happiness and Suffering are the certain fruit of virtuous and non virtuous 
      activity and karma. 
     Cause and effect cannot be escaped. 
 
5- By cultivating wisdom may We find the path of liberation and benefit others. 

 

EPA  7 times each day with 20 seconds non conceptual pauses (rests)between each 
contemplation.   7x 25 days=175 contemplations 
ET 10 min a day x 25 days = Total 4 hrs15 mins 

 

 
#4  Non distracted- Nonfabricated Meditation  
At least 10 min per day 
Meditation can be done in separate increments ( ie 1 min,3 min or all 10 at 
once) or can be done interdispersed with prayers or contemplation. 

 
 
ET 10 min a day x25 days = 4 hrs 15 min 

 

 
#5 Dedication Prayer 
 
By the power and truth of these practices  
May all being have happiness and the causes of happiness  
May all beings be free from suffering and the causes of suffering  
May all beings never be separated from the great happiness devoid of suffering  
and 
May all beings abide in the great equanimity that is free from greed,aggression and 
ignorance  

 
ET 15 seconds  a day x 25 days =6 min 

 


